Abstract. This note will provide a lightning tour through the centuries, concentrating on the study of manifolds of dimension 2, 3, and 4. Further comments and more technical details about many of the sections may be found in the Appendix.
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The subject known as topology took shape in the 19th century, made dramatic progress during the 20th century, and is flourishing in the 21st. But before there was any idea of topology, there were isolated results which hinted that there should be such a field of study.
Theorem. There exists a path traversing each edge of such a graph exactly once if and only if the graph has at most two vertices which are "odd", in the sense that an odd number of edges meet there.
For the given graph, all four vertices are "odd", so no such path is possible. This theorem provides an excellent exercise for young mathematicians, since the proof is quite elementary, but not immediately obvious.
Leonhard Euler, Berlin, 1752.
Some years later, Euler described an equality which has played a fundamental role in topology.
Theorem. For any convex polyhedron, the numbers of vertices, edges and faces are related by the equation
Example. The dodecahedron has 20 vertices, 30 edges, and 12 faces, with 20 − 30 + 12 = 2 .
Euler was far ahead of his time. More than a hundred years later, the Euler characteristic of an arbitrary finite cell complex K was defined as the integer
χ(K) = #(even dimensional cells) − #(odd dimensional cells) .
Only in the early twentieth century was it possible to prove that this Euler characteristic is a topological invariant. Two fundamental properties which are very easy to check from the definition are the following, where the first assumes that the K j are subcomplexes of their union:
As easy exercises, using the definition and the product property, one can show that the Euler characteristic of the n-dimensional cube [0, 1] n is +1 , while the Euler characteristic of the boundary of this cube, which is topologically an (n − 1)-dimensional sphere, is 1 + (−1) n−1 .
Augustin Cauchy,École Polytechnique, Paris, 1825.
A curve C winding around a point p in the complex plane.
Cauchy was the first to give a precise definition of continuity, which is surely one of the most fundamental concepts of topology.
Furthermore, he described a topological invariant, the winding number of a loop C around a point p , and computed it as the integral of a holomorphic differential form along C :
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Carl Friedrich Gauss, Göttingen, 1833.
Gauss described a much more sophisticated topological invariant: the linking number L between two disjoint oriented closed curves in R 3 . Inspired by his study of electromagnetism, he computed this number as a double integral
Here x varies around one of the curves and y varies around the other.
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Only in the nineteenth century did it become clear that there should be studies of geometry, not only locally, but also in the large.
Simon L'Huilier, Académie Impériale de Genève, 1812-1813.
L'Huilier (also spelled Lhuilier) was probably the first person to consider the Euler characteristic for more general (non-convex) polyhedra. For the surface of a polyhedron in Euclidean 3-space which is "drilled through" by n openings, he computed the Euler characteristic as χ = 2 − 2 n . In modern language, the boundary of such a polyhedron is a surface of genus n .
Niels Henrik Abel, Norway, 1820s.
The necessity of a global theory of surfaces became clear with the work of Abel, who studied the integrals of algebraic functions, for example of the form
where the a j are distinct real or complex numbers. Today we would describe this as the integral dx/y along a path in the smooth affine variety V ⊂ C 2 defined by y 2 = f (x) = (x − a 1 ) · · · (x − a n ) .
Abel memorial in Gjerstad
The integrand doesn't seem to make sense when y = 0 ; but since
we can also write this integrand as 2 dy/f (x) , which is perfectly well behaved when y = 0 . Nowadays we describe this expression
as a holomorphic 1-form or Abelian differential on the variety V .
Given any such Abelian differential α and any closed loop L on V , we can integrate, so as to obtain a homomorphism L → L α from the fundamental group π 1 (V ) to the complex numbers.
However, much of this terminology was not available at the time. Abel died very early, and it was left to others to work out a suitable language for describing such constructions.
Bernhard Riemann, Göttingen, 1857.
The first person to take up the challenge was Riemann. Riemann also considered the case of a closed surface F . He described a procedure for cutting F open along a number of simple closed curves, which intersect at just one point, so that the cut-open surface is connected and simply connected. The number of such curves is always an even number 2p . In modern terminology, this describes the structure of a CW-cell complex 1 with one vertex, 2 p edges, and one 2-cell, yielding an Euler characteristic of χ = 2 − 2p . This Riemann integer p ≥ 0 is an invariant now known as the genus of F , while 2p is known as the one-dimensional Betti number.
August Ferdinand Möbius, Leipzig, 1863.
Although Riemann's pioneering ideas have influenced all subsequent work in this area, his writing gave few details and is not always easy to follow. A few years later, Möbius gave a presentation which seems much clearer to me, showing that smooth closed surfaces in 3-space can be classified by a clearly defined integer invariant.
Define the connectivity class of a closed surface F ⊂ R 3 as the smallest number n such that any n disjoint loops in F necessarily disconnect it. (In other words, we can choose p = n − 1 closed loops which do not disconnect the surface; but any further disjoint loop will necessarily disconnect it. Here p is again Riemann's invariant, the genus.)
Example. For the torus we have p = 1, since we can cut one loop out of the torus without disconnecting it, but two disjoint loops will necessarily disconnect.
Theorem. Any two closed surfaces of the same connectivity class are "elementarily related". (His illustration is shown above.) Then each of the resulting connected pieces has either one, two, or three boundary curves: it is either a 2-cell, an annulus, or a "pair of pants".
More generally, let E k denote a region in the 2-sphere with k boundary curves.
Thus the Möbius construction splits the surface F into a disjoint union
. Here is an example: To get the original surface F we must identify each boundary curve of E with some other boundary curve, under a prescribed diffeomorphism. The proof is not difficult. Using this statement, we can simplify the set
inductively by identifying one pair of boundary curves at a time. After N − 1 such identifications, we must obtain a connected set of the form E 2p . (Here p is Riemann's invariant, the genus.) As an example, in the figure above if we move the disks labeled a, d, and b into the corresponding holes, after shrinking in the last case, we are left with a region of type E 2 .
Now each further identification of two curves amounts to adding a "handle" to the 2-sphere S 2 = E 0 . This completes the Möbius proof.
Example: A sphere with p = 3 handles attached. He was also probably the first to state the Gauss-Bonnet Formula as a global theorem:
For any smooth closed two-dimensional manifold,
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If the Gaussian curvature K has constant sign, then it follows as an immediate corollary that the Euler characteristic has the same sign:
This has served as the inspiration for every subsequent study relating curvature and topology.
2.6. Henri Poincaré, Paris, between 1881 and 1907.
Poincaré can safely be described as the founder of modern topology. He sketched the theory of homology and Betti numbers, and described the Poincaré duality theorem. Furthermore he introduced the concept of homotopy, and defined the fundamental group, and the related concept of covering space. Particularly important for the study of surfaces was his description of the uniformization theorem for Riemann surfaces. Many details of these theories remained to be filled out, but he provided the fundamental outline.
Paul Koebe, Berlin, 1907.
Koebe and Poincaré proved the Uniformization Theorem at about the same time.
Here is the statement.
Theorem:
The universal covering space F of any Riemann surface F is conformally isomorphic to either:
As an easy consequence we obtain the following.
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Corollary: Any Riemann surface has a metric of constant curvature:
Hermann Weyl, Göttingen, 1913.
Weyl's book "Die Idee der Riemannschen Fläche" was an important turning point. Until its publication, the definition of Riemann surface had been rather vague, starting perhaps with a locally defined holomorphic function and following it through all possible analytic continuations. Weyl provided a clear definition, in terms of a topological surface with overlapping coordinate charts. This has provided a model for all subsequent work on complex manifolds and also on smooth manifolds.
Tibor Radó, Szeged, 1925.
Radó completed the classification of compact oriented topological surfaces by showing that every such surface can be given the structure of a Riemann surface, as defined by Weyl. In particular, it can be given the structure of a smooth manifold.
Ninety years later, the study of Riemann surfaces, and the closely related study of algebraic curves, remain flourishing fields of mathematics. Note, for example, that two of the four Fields Medals at the 2014 ICM were awarded for work in this area.
The first description of a non-trivial 3-dimensional manifold surely occurred in the fourteenth century: the action of Dante's Divine Comedy took place in a world which is recognizably a topological 3-sphere, with heaven at the upper pole and hell at the nether pole. However, the mathematical study of 3-dimensional manifolds began only in the late nineteenth century. To simplify the discussion, all manifolds are assumed to be orientable.
Poul Heegaard, Copenhagen, 1898.
Heegaard showed that any closed orientable 3-manifold can be decomposed as a union of two handlebodies 2 of the same genus, which intersect only along their boundaries. In other words, we can construct a model for any such manifold, by taking two copies of some handlebody H and gluing their boundaries together under an arbitrary diffeomorphism.
Heegaard's result is very hard to apply, since the mapping class group, consisting of all isotopy classes of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of a given surface, is very rich. However, it does provide an important technique for understanding general 3-manifolds. Incidentally, his theorem may have led to study of the mapping class group, which is an important object in its own right. Actually, Poincaré had originally conjectured in 1900 that any manifold with the homology of a sphere is homeomorphic to the standard sphere. However in 1904, using Heegaard's methods, he discovered a counterexample. His example, a smooth 3-manifold with finite fundamental group of order 120, can most easily be described as the coset space SO 3 /I 60 , where I 60 (the smallest non-Abelian simple group) is the group of rotations of 3-space which carry a regular icosahedron onto itself.
James W. Alexander, Princeton, 1920s.
On the left, Alexander and his wife Natalie; Alexander horned sphere on the right.
The Alexander duality theorem states that the homology of the complement of a complex K ⊂ S n can be computed from the homology of K . It can be thought of as a far reaching generalization of the Jordan curve theorem. For example, it implies that any closed connected (n − 1)-manifold embedded in the n-sphere divides the sphere into two connected components. In the special case of a PL-embedded 2-sphere in S 3 , he showed that the closure of each component of the complement is actually a PL copy of the three-dimensional closed ball. Similarly, for a PLembedded torus in S 3 , at least one of the two complementary components must be a solid torus. On the other hand, his horned sphere example, illustrated above, showed that these last statements are not true for an arbitrary topological embedding. He also defined the Alexander polynomial of a knot, which is a fundamental invariant. Consider connected oriented piecewiselinear 3-manifolds. Any two have a connected sum, well defined up to isomorphism, 4 with the sphere as identity element:
Definition:
The manifold M ∼ = S 3 is "prime" if this is the only way of expressing M as a connected sum.
Theorem: Every compact M is isomorphic to a connected sum
(Many years later, I was able to complete this result by showing that this decomposition into primes is unique up to order and up to isomorphism. See Milnor [1962] .)
Herbert Seifert, Leipzig, 1933.
The Seifert fiber spaces form an important class of 3-dimensional manifolds that are well understood. They consist of manifolds which fiber over some surface, with the circle as fiber, where finitely many carefully restricted singular fibers are allowed.
Edwin Moise, University of Michigan, 1952.
Moise (with a great deal of work) proved that every compact 3-manifold can be triangulated, and that this triangulation is unique up to PL-homeomorphism.
Christos Papakyriakopoulos, Princeton, 1957.
The first important breakthrough in 3-dimensional topology came with the proof of "Dehn's Lemma", which had been claimed, but not correctly proved, by Max Dehn in 1910:
is single valued near the boundary, there exists a PL-embedding which coincides with f near the boundary.
The Papakyriakopoulos proof used an ingenious "tower" construction which can be outlined as follows. A regular neighborhood N of the image f (I 2 ) is a 3-manifold with boundary. If some boundary component has non-zero genus, then we can pass to some covering space of N , and the singular disk will lift to a singular disk in this covering space. The key step is to show that this lifted disk has simpler singularities so that, after repeating this construction finitely many times, we must arrive at the genus zero case. The proof can then be easily completed.
One important corollary is the following statement:
from the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of K .
Wolfgang Haken, Munich, and Friedhelm Waldhausen, Bonn, 1960s
By definition, an incompressible surface in a compact orientable PL 3-manifold M is a compact orientable PL-embedded surface such that:
• the fundamental group π 1 (F) is non-trivial and injects into π 1 (M ) , and
• if F has a boundary, then M must also have a boundary, with ∂F ⊂ ∂M .
An irreducible manifold with such an incompressible surface is called "sufficiently large", or briefly a Haken manifold. (Here the word irreducible means that any embedded 2-sphere bounds a 3-disk.) Given just one incompressible surface and cutting along it, Haken, in 1962, showed that one can inductively construct a sequence of incompressible surfaces that decompose the manifold into simply connected pieces. He never published the second part of this paper, which would have contained many details of his argument. However, Waldhausen in 1968 published a complete exposition, with further important results. In particular, he proved that any closed Haken manifold is uniquely determined, up to PL-homeomorphism, by its fundamental group. (In the case of a Haken manifold with boundary, one must also take account of the subgroups corresponding to boundary components.) Later Gordon and Luecke [1989] made use of this work in proving that a prime knot is uniquely determined by the fundamental group of its complement.
George D. Mostow, Yale, 1968.
The next important contribution comes from a completely different area of mathematics. This result was also proved by Margulis. It was extended to complete manifolds of finite volume by Prasad.
As an important corollary:
The volume of such a manifold is a topological invariant.
This was a completely new kind of topological invariant, unlike anything which had been known before. There are many other isometry invariants which are now promoted to homotopy type invariants, for example the lengths of closed geodesics and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian. However, the volume is a particularly convenient invariant to work with.
In the 1970s Robert Riley, a PhD student in Southampton, England, was studying representations of knot groups into the group PSL(2, C) of automorphisms of hyperbolic 3-space, concentrating on those which map a meridian and parallel around the knot into parabolic group elements. He was able to find several examples (including the figure-eight knot) for which such representations not only mapped π 1 (S 3 K) isomorphically onto a subgroup Π ⊂ PSL(2, C) , but could actually be promoted to homeomorphisms from the knot complement onto the quotient H 3 /Π , which is a hyperbolic manifold of finite volume; that is, it is complete under a metric of constant negative curvature and of finite volume. such that the quotient H 3 /Π is a compact hyperbolic manifold which fibers over the circle.
Thus the complement of the figure-eight knot in S

William Thurston, Princeton, late 1970s.
Thurston found many more hyperbolic knot complements.
He computed the volume of the figureeight complement by "triangulating" it into two regular ideal 3-simplexes. (Compare Gieseking [1912] .)
Using methods going back to Lobachevsky, this volume can be computed as
His main result about hyperbolic volumes can be stated as follows.
Theorem: The set of all volumes of hyperbolic 3-manifolds is well ordered. That is, any non-empty subset has a smallest element. Furthermore, there are at most finitely many non-homeomorphic manifolds for each fixed volume.
In fact, the volume of any manifold M with k ends, k ≥ 1 , is an increasing limit of volumes of manifolds with k − 1 ends. The idea is that each "end" of M can be identified with an embedded copy of S 1 × S 1 × [0, ∞) which can be cut off and replaced by a solid torus S 1 × D in infinitely many different ways. Almost all of these simplified manifolds can be given a hyperbolic structure, and their volumes increase towards the volume of the original manifold.
As an example, the complement of the Whitehead link in S 3 has two ends, corresponding to the two components of the link. Either or both of the interlinked solid tori in the figure can be emptied and then filled in with a new solid torus in infinitely many ways. In this particular case, the link complement has hyperbolic volume V = 3.66386 · · · .
William Jaco, Peter Shalen, and Klaus Johannson, late 1970s.
The JSJ-decomposition, named after these three, 5 is a way of splitting up a 3-manifold into simpler pieces by cutting along embedded spheres and tori. Here is one statement of it.
Theorem. Any irreducible orientable closed 3-manifold has a unique (up to isotopy) minimal collection of disjointly embedded incompressible tori such that each component of the 3-manifold obtained by cutting along the tori is either atoroidal or Seifertfibered.
Here the word atoroidal means that there is no incompressible embedded torus.
Thurston, 1982: The Geometrization Conjecture.
This very bold conjecture proposed that every closed 3-manifold can be built up out of pieces which have a simple geometric structure. More explicitly, it asserts that every smooth closed 3-manifold can be decomposed, by embedded spheres and tori, into manifolds M j , each of which can be given a locally homogeneous structure, so that the universal covering M j is a homogeneous space.
Furthermore, there are exactly eight possibilities for M j .
Three of these are the three classical geometries:
(1) The Sphere S 3 , with curvature K ≡ +1 .
Riemannian manifolds with S 3 as universal covering had been classified by Heinz Hopf in 1925. 
This is the most interesting and difficult case.
The next two geometries are fairly easy to understand.
For the last three geometries, M will be a three-dimensional Lie group with a maximally symmetric left invariant metric.
(6) Nilgeometry, with nilpotent group
Example: A non-trivial circle bundle over the torus. Note that the Geometrization Conjecture includes the Poincaré Conjecture as just one special case.
Thurston managed to prove this Geometrization Conjecture in many interesting and difficult cases. However the general case, and in particular the Poincaré Conjecture, eluded him.
Richard Hamilton, Cornell University, 1982.
Hamilton introduced a completely new method for studying manifold topology, by means of his Ricci flow differential equation
Here g j k is the metric tensor on a local coordinate chart for a closed Riemannian manifold, and R j k is the associated Ricci curvature tensor. Under the somewhat analogous heat equation, heat will flow from hot regions to cold regions, so as to converge towards constant temperature. Similarly, under Ricci flow, the intuitive idea was that curvature should flow from positively curved regions towards negatively curved regions, so as to converge towards a uniform distribution of curvature.
If we start with a manifold having strictly positive Ricci curvature, then Hamilton was able to prove that this really works. In this case, the metric flows towards a metric of constant positive curvature, proving the the manifold is diffeomorphic to the standard 3-sphere. But for more general initial conditions, the metric will develop complicated singularities, and Hamilton was unable to make further progress.
3.14. Grigori Pereleman, St. Petersburg, 2003.
By a careful and ingenious analysis of the singularities which develop during Ricci flow, Perelman was able to resolve all of the problems which Hamilton encountered.
Some singularities were relatively tame and could be eliminated. Others corresponded to shrinking an embedded sphere to a point, so as to yield a direct sum decomposition, while still other singularities corresponded to a torus decomposition. Finally, in the absence of singularities, the flow must lead towards a homogeneous limit. In this way, he was able to complete a proof of the full Geometrization Conjecture, including the Poincaré Conjecture as one special case.
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Algebraic varieties of complex dimension two, hence real dimension four, were studied for example by Picard and Simart [1897, 1906] , Poincaré [1904] , Enriques [1905] , and Lefschetz [1924] . Physicists were interested in a different kind of 4-manifold: those which might serve as a model for the space-time universe. (See Friedman [1922] .) However, except for a few remarks in Seifert and Threlfall [1934] , serious topological studies of general 4-manifolds began only in the 1950s.
At that time, it was generally expected that the topology of n-dimensional manifolds would become more and more difficult as n increased. This certainly turned out to be true up to dimension four. Markov made a devastating contribution to the study of 4-dimensional manifolds:
Theorem. The problem of classifying closed n-manifolds up to homeomorphism is algorithmically unsolvable for n ≥ 4.
Here is an outline of his proof, taking n = 4 for simplicity.
Given any finite group presentation P with p generators and q relators, construct an associated 4-dimensional manifold M (P ) as follows.
7 Start with the connected sum of p copies of S 1 × S 3 . Perform a surgery by boring out q disjoint copies of S 1 × D 3 , representing the q relators, and fill each one with a copy of D 2 × S 2 , so as to kill the corresponding element of the fundamental group. Now let P be the presentation obtained from P by adding p copies of the trivial relator "1". Markov showed that M (P ) is homeomorphic to the connected sum of q copies of S 2 × S 2 if and only if the associated group is trivial. Since the triviality problem for finitely presented groups is known to be algorithmically unsolvable (see Adyan [1955] ), the conclusion follows.
Thus, for any hope of a classification theorem for 4-manifolds, we must consider only manifolds with known fundamental group.
J. H. C. Whitehead, Oxford, 1949.
Nine years earlier, Whitehead had classified simply connected fourdimensional complexes up to homotopy type.
Applied to manifolds, his result has the following consequence. (Compare Milnor [1958] .)
Corollary. A closed oriented simply connected 4-manifold M is determined, up to oriented homotopy type, by its intersection form
H 2 (M ) ⊗ H 2 (M ) → Z .
This form is symmetric, bilinear, and unimodular (that is, its determinant is ±1).
The classification of such symmetric bilinear forms is an important and non-trivial problem in number theory. The classification is easy in the case of indefinite forms, but very difficult in the positive definite case, since the number of distinct forms grows very rapidly with the rank.
As an example, it follows from work of Carl Ludwig Siegel that there are more than 904,000,000 distinct positive definite unimodular forms of rank equal to 30.
Vladimir Rokhlin, Moscow, 1952.
The following result was a very important step towards understanding higher dimensional manifolds and towards the beginnings of Differential Topology.
Theorem. If a smooth closed 4-manifold has positive definite intersection form, and if the self-intersection u · u ≥ 0 takes only even values, then the rank of this form (that is, the middle Betti number) must be divisible by 16.
By way of contrast, the rank of an arbitrary positive definite unimodular form which takes only even values can be any multiple of 8. The simplest non-trivial example can be described by the E 8 Dynkin diagram which is shown below.
Dynkin diagram
Here each dot stands for a basis vector with self-intersection u · u = 2 , where two distinct basis vectors have intersection number u · v equal to +1 if they are joined by a line segment, and zero otherwise. Thus no smooth closed 4-manifold can have this symmetric bilinear form as its intersection form.
At the time, the restriction to smooth manifolds seemed like a minor technicality, but it has turned out to be crucial.
Michael Freedman, University of California San Diego, 1982.
Theorem. A closed oriented simply connected topological 4-manifold is uniquely determined, up to homeomorphism, by
• its intersection form, and
• its " Kirby-Siebenmann invariant." This is an element of Z/2Z , which is always zero in the case of a smooth manifold. Furthermore, any symmetric unimodular bilinear form can be realized by a topological manifold.
In particular, it follows that there are many closed topological 4-manifolds which have an even positive definite quadratic form of rank congruent to 8 modulo 16. According to Rokhlin, such manifolds M do not admit any smooth structure in the following very strong sense:
No 4-manifold with the same homotopy type as M admits a differentiable structure. Freedman's proof was based on wildly non-differentiable methods, including the concept of a "grope", as illustrated here. (The concept, and this illustration, are due to Cannon [1978] .)
Simon Donaldson, Oxford, 1983.
One year later, using completely different methods, Donaldson proved an equally amazing result.
Theorem. If a smooth, closed simply connected 4-manifold M has positive definite intersection form, then this form is diagonalizable.
Hence, by Freedman's theorem, M must be homeomorphic to a connected sum
To illustrate the striking contrast between these two results, note the following:
Corollary. Among the more than 904, 000, 000 homeomorphism classes of topological manifolds with positive definite intersection form of rank 30, only one is represented by a smooth manifold.
Donaldson's proof is based on the study of "instantons", inspired by work in mathematical physics. It uses very little topology but a great deal of deep analysis.
Clifford Taubes, Harvard, 1987.
A number of mathematicians noticed that the combination of Freedman's hard-core topology and Donaldson's analytic methods had even more amazing consequences. (Compare Gompf [1983 , 1993 .) Here is one example, due to Taubes:
Theorem. The Euclidean space R 4 can be given uncountably many distinct differentiable structures.
By way of contrast, for every n = 4 , the space R n has only one differentiable structure up to diffeomorphism. For any n ≥ 1 , it is easy to see that the set of oriented diffeomorphism classes of manifolds homeomorphic to the standard n-sphere forms a commutative associative semigroup S n under the connected sum operation.
Theorem (Kervaire and Milnor). For n = 4 , this semigroup S n is actually a finite Abelian group.
However the semigroup S 4 is completely unknown.
Is ÔÔ Ò Ü ÙÖØ Ö ÓÑÑ ÒØ× ÓÒ Î Ö ÓÙ× Ë Ø ÓÒ× A1.1. Euler. Although born and educated in Basel, Euler was unable to get a position there, and hence was happy to accept an offer from the Imperial Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg.
The city named Königsberg existed for 690 years. It was founded in 1255, when the original population, which spoke a Baltic language, was annihilated and replaced by German settlers. The German city ceased to exist in 1945 when it was taken over by Soviet forces and renamed as Kaliningrad. During the 19th and 20th centuries, Königsberg produced many mathematicians, including Rudolph Lipschitz, Alfred Clebsch, David Hilbert, Hermann Minkowski, and Jürgen Moser.
A1.2. Euler.
In 1741, conditions in Russia had become unsettled. Hence Euler accepted a position at the Berlin Academy when it was offered by Frederick the Great.
As discussed in §2.1, the first person to consider the concept of "Euler characteristic" for non-convex polyhedra in 3-space was probably Simon L'Huilier. Johann Listing in 1862 studied more general polyhedra, and Poincaré in 1895 was the first to suggest that the Euler characteristic of a manifold could be computed as an alternating sum of Betti numbers. (The Euler characteristic, defined in this way, is often called the Euler-Poincaré characteristic.) In fact, Poincaré's work on homology, as developed by many people in the early 20th century, made it natural to consider the construction cell complex K → chain complex C * (K) → homology groups H n (K).
Using coefficients in a field, it was then not hard to show that the integer
is equal to the alternating sum of Betti numbers (−1) n rank(H n (K)) .
However, the proof that homology groups are topological invariants was much more difficult. A basic necessary tool, the simplicial approximation theorem, had been provided by L. E. J. Brouwer.
9 However, Brouwer did not apply it to homology theory. The first proof of the topological invariance of Betti numbers by Alexander [1915] seems rather fuzzy to me. (In his defense, Alexander was a fresh PhD at the time.) The situation became much clearer after topologists learned, under the influence of Emmy Noether, that they should be looking at homology groups, and that the Betti numbers should simply be defined as the ranks of these groups (see Hirzebruch [1999] ). The first expositions that I find really readable are those of Seifert and Threlfall [1934] , and Alexandroff and Hopf [1935] .
A1.4. Gauss.
In terms of the concept of degree (introduced much later), the Gauss integral computes the degree of the associated map (x, y) → (x − y)/ x − y from torus to sphere. A2.1. L'Huilier. The paper, Lhuilier and Gergonne [1812-1813] , is an abridgment by Gergonne of a longer manuscript which had been submitted by L'Huilier. Unfortunately, its description of the basic invariant n (in our terminology the genus) is rather vague. (I have no way of knowing whether L'Huilier's original presentation was more precise.) Let me quote Gergonne's precise language (page 168), since I am not sure about my translation:
"En général un polyèdre terminé par une surface unique peutêtre percé, de part en part, par un nombre plus ou moins grand d'ouvertures distinctes. Si n désigne le nombre de ses ouvertures, . . . "
In any case, there is a clear recognition that there is such a number n associated with any polyhedral surface, and a procedure for computing it. As one example, for the surface of a "ring-shaped" polyhedron, he states (also on page 168) that the Euler characteristic is zero.
The Académie de Genève, founded by Calvin in 1559, was called "Imperial" for a few years during the Napoleonic era, and has been known as the Université de Genève since 1873.
A2.2. Abel.
During the year 1826, a stipend from the Norwegian government enabled Abel to visit several European countries. His stay in Berlin was particularly successful, and he published seven papers in the newly founded "Crelle's Journal". His stay in Paris was less successful. Perhaps his most important work, an addition theorem for algebraic integrals, was submitted to the French Academy, where it languished on Cauchy's desk for fifteen years. Back in Norway, after two years of intense mathematical activity but declining health, Abel died of tuberculosis at the age of 26. According to Charles Hermite: "Abel has left mathematicians enough to keep them busy for five hundred years." A2.3. Riemann. Although I have tried to explain the ideas in Riemann [1857, p. 97] , I must admit that his presentation is very hard for me to follow in detail.
The first person to use the term genus in connection with Riemann surfaces was Clebsch [1865] . (Compare Hirzebruch and Kreck [2009] .) However, for Clebsch the genus of a Riemann surface was not an integer but rather an equivalence class containing the surface, in analogy with the use of the word in biology, or in the theory of quadratic forms. Thus for Clebsch the Riemann sphere belonged to the "first genus" (den ersten Geschlecht), while a torus or elliptic curve belonged to the "second genus," and so on. For the further history, let me refer to correspondence between Poincaré and Felix Klein in 1881. As described in [Gray, 2013, p. 230 ], Poincaré asked: What was the Geschlecht in the sense of analysis situs, and was it the same as the genre that he, Poincaré, had defined?
Klein replied that:
Genus in the sense of analysis situs is the maximal number of closed curves which can be drawn without disconnecting the surface, and is materially the same number as the genus of the algebraic equations defining the surface.
A2.4. Möbius.
The jump from Riemann surfaces, perhaps in the complex projective plane, to smooth surfaces in Euclidean 3-space was a drastic one, which made the subject much more intuitive. However, it is not clear how it was justified. Today we would describe the Möbius argument as a proof by Morse Theory methods. Using partitions of unity, it is much easier to construct a Morse function than to construct an embedding in 3-space. However, such methods were certainly not available at the time.
Note that the Möbius argument makes essential use of orientability. In fact both Riemann surfaces and closed surfaces embedded in 3-space are necessarily orientable. One would have to work a little harder to adapt the Möbius proof to non-orientable surfaces.
A3.1. Heegaard. Nowadays, it is customary to work with Heegaard splittings for piecewise linear manifolds. (See for example Hempel [1976] .) However, one could equally well construct a Heegaard splitting of a smooth manifold, using a Smale type argument with "nice" Morse functions. Heegaard's original argument did use differentiable methods, but in a rather intuitive style.
A3.2. Poincaré.
A convenient model for Poincaré's non-trivial homology sphere is the spherical dodecahedral space, obtained from a regular dodecahedron by identifying each face with the opposite face under a translation composed with a rotation through 2π/10 . With a little care, the resulting space can be given a metric with constant positive curvature. (Compare Seifert and Threlfall [1934] .) It is then not difficult to show that it is homeomorphic to the coset space SO 3 /I 60 . This coset space can be described equivalently as the space with one point corresponding to each regular icosahedron (or dodecahedron) of unit size centered at the origin. For a proof that the dodecahedral space is equivalent to Poincaré's original construction, see Cannon [1978] .
As in all 19th century mathematics, one has to be careful since the meanings of some words have changed. Thus for Poincaré, a space is "simply connected" if it is topologically a cell or sphere. His "Betti number" is our Betti number plus one.
A3.3. Alexander.
Later, in the 1930s, Alexander was one of the founders of cohomology theory, defining cohomology groups for arbitrary compact metric spaces. (The Alexander cohomology groups are isomorphic to theČech cohomology groups which were defined a few years later, although the construction is quite different.)
I never met Alexander, who was a virtual recluse from the time of his retirement from the Institute for Advanced Study in 1951 until his death twenty years later. Perhaps he wanted to stay out of sight since the political climate during the McCarthy era was very dangerous for someone with his left-wing political views. Alexander was a millionaire through inherited wealth, and never accepted a salary from the Institute.
A3.4. Kneser.
If the manifold M is not prime, then it can be described as a connected sum M 1 #M 2 . Similarly, if one of these two manifolds is not prime, it can be expressed as a connected sum, and so on. The problem is to show that this construction must eventually stop. I was stuck trying to resolve this question some 50 years ago (see Milnor [1962] ), and was both relieved and chagrined to discover that Kneser had solved it before I was born.
Kneser, like Bieberbach, Teichmüller, and Witt, was an early supporter of the Nazi party. A3.7. Papakyriakopoulos. I was in Princeton during much of the time Papakyriakopoulos was there, and certainly knew him, but can't remember ever interacting with him. Perhaps we were both very shy. He worked very much by himself, supported by a small stipend which Ralph Fox had managed to arrange. It was a complete surprise to me, and I think to many others, when he came up with such important results, including not only Dehn's Lemma, but also the loop theorem, which is a sharpened version of it, and the sphere theorem which asserts that for every orientable PL 3-manifold M with π 2 (M ) = 0 , one can find a PL-embedded sphere representing a non-trivial element of π 2 (M ) .
There is of course a long history of knot theory, both before and after Papakyriakopoulos, starting with attempts at a census by P. G. Tait in the 19th century, and continuing with the work of J. W. Alexander, K. Reidemeister, and many others. For more complete descriptions see for example, Crowell and Fox [1963] , Rolfsen [1976] , Lickorish [1997], and Manolescu [2014] .
A3.10. Thurston. Compare Thurston [1980 as well as Gromov [1979 Gromov [ -1980 and Neumann and Zagier [1985] .
It would be very interesting to know more about the number theory of the numbers which occur as volumes of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. (See for example Borel [1981] and Zagier [1986] , as well as my comments in Thurston [1980, Chapter 7] .
It was always amazing to talk to Thurston. I was typically very skeptical about his mathematical claims, which often seemed quite wild. But he was never wrong.
A4.2. Whitehead.
For further details, see Whitehead [1949a] and Milnor [1958] . Whitehead was a good friend, and the only mathematician I ever met who raised pigs as a hobby.
A symmetric bilinear form x, y → x · y ∈ Z , where x and y range over a free Abelian group Z r , is often identified with its associated quadratic form x → x·x . For surveys of such forms, see Serre [1970] or Milnor and Husemoller [1973] . By definition, two such forms belong to the same genus if they have the same rank and signature 10 so that they are isomorphic over the real numbers, and if they are also isomorphic modulo n for every n . In the unimodular case, with fixed rank r and signature σ , there are only two genera, depending whether the quadratic form is "even," taking only even values, or "odd," taking both odd and even values. These invariants are restricted only by the obvious condition that |σ| ≤ r with σ ≡ r (mod 2) , and by the not so obvious condition that σ ≡ 0 (mod 8) in the even case. In fact, in the indefinite unimodular case the genus is a complete isomorphism invariant. However, in the definite case, Carl Ludwig Siegel's analytic computation of "mass" of a genus yields a very useful lower bound for the number of distinct isomorphism classes.
11 By definition, the mass is the sum, over all isomorphism classes Φ in the genus, of the ratio 1/|Aut(Φ)| , where |Aut(Φ)| ≥ 2 is the order of the group of automorphisms of a representative quadratic form.
A4.3. Rokhlin.
12 The original statement of Rokhlin's theorem (using modern notation) is that a 4-manifold with Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 = 0 must have Pontryagin class p 1 divisible by 48 . In fact the Pontryagin number p 1 [M 4 ] is equal to three times the signature. In the simply connected case, the intersection form is even if and only if w 2 = 0 . His proof, based on relations between characteristic classes, cobordism, and homotopy groups of spheres in low dimensions, helped to inspire the new field of differential topology. (René Thom's full theory of cobordism was published two years later.) For further developments, see for example Kervaire and Milnor [1960] and Hirzebruch [1966, p. 199] . Rokhlin is also known for his contributions to ergodic theory.
Rokhlin's life was not easy. His father was executed in Stalin's Great Purge in 1941. Rokhlin himself was wounded while defending Moscow and spent a year or two in a German prisoner of war camp before managing to escape and eventually rejoin the Soviet army. After the war, he spent more than a year in a Soviet camp, since Stalin was very suspicious of returning war prisoners. Finally, after intercession by Kolmogorov and Pontryagin, he was released and served for a time as Pontryagin's assistant. In 1952, amid rumors that all ethnic Jews would be deported to the Far East, he was able to find a safer place in the north, at the Forestry Institute at Arkhangelsk, where he remained in a low level position for several years. Finally in 1959 he was able to obtain a real position at the State University in Leningrad, where his students included Yakov Eliashberg, Mikhail Gromov, Anatoly Vershik, and Oleg Viro.
A4.4. Freedman.
In the case of an "even" intersection form, Freedman's theorem states more precisely that the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant can be identified with σ/8 (mod 2) , where σ is the signature. On the other hand, in the "odd" case the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant and the intersection form can vary independently. Thus the "simplest" non-smoothable example has the homotopy type of the complex projective plane.
The Kirby-Siebenmann invariant is defined more generally for topological manifolds of any dimension as a cohomology class in H 4 (M ; Z/2) . In dimensions strictly greater than four (or greater than five if M has a boundary), this invariant vanishes if and only if the manifold has a triangulation which is locally piecewise linearly homeomorphic to Euclidean space. (In the case of a 4-manifold, we can say only that it vanishes if and only if M × R has such a triangulation.) Similarly, given triangulations of two copies M × 0 and M × 1 as PL-manifolds, there is an obstruction in H 3 (M, Z/2) to extending to a triangulation of M × [0, 1] as a PL-manifold.
Freedman's original proof was based on the concept of Casson handle (or "flexible handle"), a wild version of a thickened 2-dimensional disk. The figure in this section illustrates the related concept of a grope, which is due to Cannon [1978] . Compare the expositions of Kirby [1989] or Scorpan [2005] . To me, Freedman's non-smoothable 4-manifolds are very mysterious objects. We know that they exist; but it doesn't seem to be possible to construct a completely explicit description for any one of them.
In recent years, Freedman has become an applied topologist. He is the Director of Microsoft's Station Q, which is attempting to use topological ideas to build a working quantum computer.
A4.5. Donaldson.
Here is a very rough outline of Donaldson's argument. (Compare Donaldson [1983a , 1983b , Donaldson and Kronheimer [1990] .) Given a Riemannian 4-manifold M with positive definite intersection form, he chooses a specific SU 2 -bundle over M , and looks at the space of all "self-dual" connections (or "instantons") for this bundle, modulo the group of gauge automorphisms which map each fiber into itself. Using work of Cliff Taubes and others, he shows that this space is a smooth 5-dimensional manifold except for n singular points, where n is the number of pairs ±x ∈ H 2 (M ; Z) such that (x ∪ x)[M ] = 1 . This 5-manifold can be compactified by adding a copy of M at infinity. Furthermore, each singularity can be described as a cone over the complex projective plane CP 2 , suitably oriented. This yields a cobordism between M and the disjoint union of n copies of CP 2 . The existence of such a cobordism implies that the signature of M is precisely equal to n ; and it follows easily that the intersection form is diagonalizable. A4.6. Taubes. See Taubes [1987] , as well as Freedman [1984] , Gompf [1983 Gompf [ , 1993 , and De Michelis and Freedman [1992] . I will not try to describe the Taubes construction, which is quite technical; but at least let me give a rough description of the first example of an exotic differentiable structure on R 4 . 3 + x 4 4 = 0 . The intersection form of K is known to be of even type, with rank 22 and signature −16. Let −K denote the same manifold with reversed orientation. Then it follows easily from Freedman's theorem that −K is oriented homeomorphic to the 5-fold topological connected sum X#X#Y #Y #Y , where X is Freedman's E 8 manifold which has no differentiable structure, and where Y = S 2 × S 2 . The conclusion follows.
Corollary. There exists a differentiable structure on the twice punctured 4-sphere with the following property: No smoothly embedded 3-sphere can separate the two puncture points.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that there exists a topological embedding of S 3 × (0, 1) into M which separates the two summands M 1 and M 2 . Now give this topologically embedded copy of S 3 × (0, 1) the differentiable structure which it inherits from M . If there were a smoothly embedded S 3 in this subset of M which separates the two components of its topological boundary, then we could cut M along this sphere and paste in two 4-disks in order to obtain two new smooth manifolds homeomorphic to M 1 and M 2 respectively. But by hypothesis, this is impossible. Since S 3 × (0, 1) is diffeomorphic to the twice punctured 4-sphere, this completes the proof. The next step is much harder. Let M n denote the connected sum of X#X with n copies of Y = S 2 × S 2 . Choose n 0 to be the smallest value such that M n 0 has a smooth structure. (Thus 1 ≤ n 0 ≤ 3 , using Donaldson's Theorem.)
Lemma 2 (Freedman).
There is a compact subset Q ⊂ S 2 × S 2 with the following two properties:
• The complement U = (S 2 × S 2 ) Q is homeomorphic to R 4 .
• Some neighborhood V of Q , with Q ⊂ V ⊂ (S 2 × S 2 ) , can be embedded smoothly as a subset of M n 0 .
13 For an early version of this result, see Freedman [1979] .
I will not try to describe the proof: Like the proof of Freedman's main theorem, it involves highly non-smooth constructions.
Assuming Lemma 2, the open set U , with the differentiable structure it inherits as a subset of S 2 × S 2 , is the required exotic R 4 . In fact if U were diffeomorphic to R 4 , then it would be the union of an increasing sequence B 1 ⊂ B 2 ⊂ · · · of smoothly embedded copies of the closed unit 4-ball. For large j , the boundary sphere ∂B j would be contained in V , and hence would map to a smoothly embedded sphere in M n 0 , which would split M n 0 as an impossible smooth connected sum.
There is a large literature about differentiable structures and diffeomorphism invariants of 4-manifolds.
See for example Friedman and Morgan [1989] , Salamon [1999] , and Morgan [2003] .
A4.7. What Next?
It was a big surprise in the 1960s to discover that dimensions 3 and 4 are the most difficult cases-higher dimensions are much easier. For some explanation of why this is true, see Freedman [1984] . A quick survey of the higher dimensional theory is given in Milnor [2011] ; in particular, Tables 2 and 3 of that paper describe the precise structure of the group S n for every n = 4 between one and sixty-three.
